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Abstract: Several models have been developed in a bid to further improve understanding of aspects which affect adoption of a particular technology. This study scrutinizes theories on technology adoption and synthesizes models on trust to provide a set of precursors that elucidate intention to adopt online banking. This study focused on reliability and validity of the proposed instruments forty-seven questionnaires was obtained from Nigerian graduate students at UniversitiTun Hussein Onn. Statistical Package for the Social Sciences and Analysis of Moment Structures were applied to analyze the data. The outcomes from the pilots study confirmed a effective strength of reliability and validity in the instruments and suggested further evaluation with bigger sample size.
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INTRODUCTION

It is actually an extensively recognized indisputable fact that the effect of enormous electronic systems in each and every day dealings may not be overlooked. Experimental investigation as well as real verification of electronic technologies present businesses along with sufficient possibilities to conduct business dealings effortlessly and present suitable service to their potential customers [1-2]. Positing a suitable impression regarding electronic systems as well as embellished at the start. Nevertheless, the existing situations within the banking business turned out in any other case [3]. This could be comprehended within the continuous innovative advancements within information as well as communication know-how along with the development of the Web-based make it possible for business exercises. Depending on the difficult task to flourish as well as dominate a big part of the banking industry, several banking companies have committed to infrastructure in order to widen their very own market segments along with geographical coverage.

The other can be a lot more innovative way of presenting banking services over the internet, without worrying about the merest skepticism, the perception of internet banking has got prompted banking companies in order to reorganize value of technology strategies in order to keep going intense [4]. Most recent scholars unanimously affirmed the fact that the banking industry is among the list of industries that are fitted with a substantial effect regarding electronic technology [5]. Any adoption associated with technology, specifically online banking services during day-to-day deals for customers more than simply a new supplement to standard banking, but includes triggered the actual recognition associated with bank customers via the internet as an easy way of recent banking along with endorsed online banking clearly to a change in the banking behavior of customers.

The central bank of Nigeria (CBN) introduces economic and monetary policy as a guideline for banking activities in Nigeria reforms, the practice of reform Nigeria's 22 banks with a strong and reliable against 89 banks that already exist. Banks surviving from the recapitalization exercise included heavily on the use of communications technology (ICT) and information platform to achieve effectiveness and efficiency of the banking system [6]. The results showed that with the improvement of technological development and the provision of basic infrastructure will be improving the increase of banking services through the public Internet with a decrease in the amount of currency in circulation.
In terms of technical study Shrivastav[8] stated that Nigeria occupies 8 ranked among the top 10 countries with the largest number of Internet users (International Telecommunication Union (Geneva)). Thus, adding more to the fact that the facilities and infrastructure are in place. In spite of the recent support by the Nigerian channels of electronic banking services and in practice and the adoption of Internet technology crawls between banks and customers in Nigeria, while others, such as increasing ATM, POS was the adoption during the year 2013 [6-8]. This study aimed to determine the relationship between banking trust online in Nigeria, the first part of the study of literature and previous factors adequately affecting online banking in Nigeria [9-7].

The current study conducted a pilot study to examine the reliability and validity of the instruments on the basis of review and scrutiny of the precursors for the trust mode Adoption of technology (online banking). The main scientific objectives are; to recognize the standards which are essential in explaining the intention to make use of internet banking in Nigeria, integrate trust toward adoption of technology and to Test the model-fit at the conclusion of the research.

Theoretical Foundation: The conceptual phase of the research centered on quite a few theories together with models of know-how adoption models as well as trust to online banking that has been proven at an extensive. Theories as well as models reviewed are: diffusion innovation [10], reasoned action theory [11], Theory of Planned Behavior [13], acceptance of the technology model [14], unified theory of acceptance and use of technology [15] and the theory of decomposing planned behavior [16].

Theory of Diffusion Innovation: The concept draws on the initial to receive the technology. In accordance with this particular concept, the adoption on the originality approach could be the doubt regarding the innovative know-how; individuals will acquire along with synthesize more knowledge about the effective use of technology. Rogers’ [10] five aspects connected with innovations which frequently adopting with technology influence as follows: The relative advantage as being the level in which recognized heresy to get a rise in the existing offers description, the research implies if it is compatible just as the level in which uniqueness can be heresy to fit with the lifestyle as well as routines adhered to by the prospective together with ease to utilize the innovation, which happens to be mainly because complicated to make use of and also this ought to be viewed just about any acceptance with the technology as well as its significances, in addition, together with convenience being a mention to the degree which the outcomes the research into uniqueness might be experienced simply by people. Thusly, trialability implies the degree which uniqueness might be analyzed satisfactorily just before adopting.

Reasoned Action Theory: The concept associated with reasoned action was propounded through Fishbein and Ajzen [11]. TRA inspects opinions around the people to clarify adopting behavior [12]. TRA has incorporated a few basic concepts which are; the actual behavior, behavior intention, position, Subjected to the base. Attitude in the direction of the behavior appears as being the insights within the review connected with an person or even a common emotion towards targeted actions. Subjective norm identifies individual’s thought of societal pressure to accomplish or otherwise. Normative opinions signify one conventional perspective to encourage impression relating to the reference groups, whilst the inspiration to conform exhibits what sort of persons desire to comply with the desires with the various reference point [12]. Behavioral intent pinpoints aspects impacting understanding of people in the using a selected system, that may rationalize a personal targeted benefit in the validation of this technological innovation. Intention developed typically the motivational aspects which have an effect on a behavior as well as actual behavior stands to be thought through behavioral intention. Effectively, attitude in reasoned action concept is just not connecting to any specific list of values [17].

Theory of Planned Behavior: The very thought of planned behavior is undoubtedly an extendable from the concept associated with reasoned action [13]. TPB applied a further perception (that's, perceived behavior control) to provide justification regarding behavior intention [18]. Thusly, TPB three impartial determinants expected intention: attitude in the direction of the behavior, subject normative and think about behavior control [19]. The values, attitude in the direction of the behavior as well as topic normative tend to be identical to TRA. Behavior intention signifies the subjective possibility of individual’s involvement in different behavior [18]. Ajzen behavior model necessitates particular target to be precise as is possible, including the
at some point as well as the behavior when best suited, along with the context. Indicate behavior control is observed to imagine person or simply complicatedness associated with simplicity throughout the performance within the particular target behavior [20].

**Technology Acceptance Model:** Acceptance model theory additionally adhered to the thought of reasoned action (TRA). TAM indicates pair of ideals (that's, perceived effectiveness and perceived useful) to calculate through an individual attitude in the direction of making use of technology. Perceived effectiveness clarify an extent that anyone can deal with a unique system to enhance useful functionality. Perceived usability declares a degree that an person is convinced that utilizing a particular system within the convenience out of the effort. TAM also assumes that appearance parameters like the attributes from the system, exercising, documentation, as well as individual assistance could have an impact on both usability as well as perceived effectiveness [14]. The research also identified the perceived effectiveness experienced a much higher link by utilizing behavior decided not to consider simplicity of use. Next, TAM continues to be examined on processes for example voicemail message, e-mail, computer software, groupware, as well as Web, although quite a few research focused upon assessing the sturdiness as well as certainty through the survey tool applied by Davis et al. [21].

**Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology:** Unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) model strengthen prior research connected with TAM [15]. The research attempts to describe a person's aims for implementing nearly any technology along with the use of behavior consequent. Theory assumes the 4 infrastructures, that is expected performance, effort expectancy, social influence, as well as the issues that facilitate the direct determinants of behavior use [15]. UTAUT frame captures all of the negative and positive signs required for the TRA, TAM, TPB and models and IDT [15]. UTAUT provide a useful tool for managers to look for the chance of success in research and new technology and helping those to discover the drivers of acceptance to enable them to propose interventions to groups of clients, which can be less inclined to think about and rehearse of latest systems. It offers two determinants, that's, the expected performance, effort expectancy, which impact the intention to take advantage which come with an immediate impact on using technology.

**Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior:** Theory decomposed planned behavior [16] including typically the collective aspects of the TPB [18] along with certain areas of the IDT [10] for the establishment of this position, subjective norm together with control perceived behavioral intention to adopt the technology. DTPB understanding builds a pair of: (a) self-efficacy, (b) the essential resources to facilitate situations. Taylor & Todd [22] clearly define self-efficacy as per requirement perspective effort and the ones expect to ease the completion with this task could be the viewpoint of people as well as their capability to accomplish circumstances as the perception that the resources might be accessible to complete the task. The benefit seen person associated with colleagues, as well as the placement along with the effects linked to higher largely to a very own standard, self-efficacy and facilitating conditions-based resources had been significant factors of the perceived behavioral control. Attitude, subjective norm, as well as perceived behavioral control exhibit.

**Teo & Liu Trust Model:** Trust Model by Teo& Liu [23] identifies some characteristics of trustee (web based service providers) for example, status, size, multi-funnel integration, system assurance and qualities from the trustor (individual’s tendency to believe). Teo& Liu [23] indicates that buyer’s awareness of seller’s status, system assurance (institutional based trust), multi-funnel integration and dimensions constitute factors of trustworthiness’ and they're positively associated with trust. Additionally, it shows one that each trust toward Isp was adversely connected using the thought of the potential risks involved when it comes to the transaction using the internet provider.

**Mayer et al' Trust Model:** Mayer et al [24] recognized the ability, benevolence and integrity being a web service provider to create trust/confidence. Although several factors have recommended through various scientists in social psychology and also the ability, benevolence and integrity is known because the three qualities of the trustee to be able to establish trust [24]. And (ability, benevolence and integrity) from the three primary factors which have been recognized by Mayer et al [24] model and vital in the introduction of trust online service for banking customers.

**Brian et al' Trust Model:** Trust model concentrates on building self-reliance in almost any organization and confirmed this model. Market orientation and trust
technology and experience on the web and customer attitudes and excellence of web-site like a vital consideration in building confidence within the organization. This discoloration to internet banking and clients who think that the financial institution effective and reliable technology application will build up confidence in online banking, which can impact the client's utilization of service. Similarly, the web site quality and an optimistic experience for clients build confidence in customers [25]. John et al. [26] doesn't consider the reliability institution and be sure which have a substantial effect on building customer buoyancy [6].

McKnight et al' Trust Model: McKnight et al. [27] created a type of trust development which signifies that disposition to believe, institutional based trust and social based trust influence intention to consider technology. Disposition to believe means the extent that one shows a regular inclination to become prepared to rely on general others across an extensive spectrum of situations and persons. Institutional-based Trust means one thinks, with ideas of comparative safety precautions that constructive conditions have established are favorable to situational success inside a dangerous endeavor or facet of one’s existence [28-29].

However, trust-based institutional affect personal confidence by looking into making the trustor feel much more comfortable around others confidence within the situation. Institutional trust according to two sub-structures, structural and circumstantial ensures normal existence. Structural guarantee means it's possible to securely think that the protective structures - guarantees, contracts and rules, pledge and option towards the law, processes, or methods - have established yourself which are favorable to situational achievement [30].

Situational Normality means one strongly thinks the situation inside a dangerous company is usual or favorable or favorable to situational success neither [28]. Investigation affirmed limited studies in Online banking adoption, especially in the Nigeria context (33-3). Consequently, in trying to capture the prior conditions that predict and elucidate individuals’ behavior and technology practice, this present study provides extra analyses and comparison of things pedestal around the various ideas and models well thought-out for that present study. Meanwhile, Figure 1: indicated methodological framework on model of trust.

Model (T-TA) and Propositions: Integrative suggested (T-TA) model should really predict the adoption of technology-related behavior intention people to consider any technology. Disintegration from the attitudes, normative and behavior control inside a multi-faceted structure develops values according to synthesized highly relevant to accept and survey results ideas factors. The multi-dimensional structures are attitude, subjective norm and behavior control not to mention trust). Trust can be used to assign references associated with the decomposition from the construct so that as a determinant to look at the thought of professionals when it comes to building confidence within the belief from the adoption from the technology. The next subsections discuss the

---

Fig. 1: Framework on model of trust
arguments and support for every integrated building (T-TA) model to consider online banking in Nigeria. Figure 2 indicates the research model and hypotheses for (T-TA) model.

The constructs started with core constructs namely: attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control and trust, later on adopted the sub constructs adopted (that is, relative advantages, compatibility, ease of use and triability disintegrated on attitude; social influence from friends, family and peers/colleagues disintegrated on subjective norm, Resource facilitating condition and self-efficacy disintegrated on behavioral control and disposition of trust, structural assurance, competency, benevolence, integrity along with prediction disintegrated on trust construct.

**Hypotheses:** This research measured the outcome from the attitude around the intention to think about the purpose of banking via internet. The outcomes of the research established by Lin [32], Nor Khalil & Pearson [28] support study regarding attitude for the adoption of banking services via internet by customers greatly affect their inclination to consider any technology. Within this situation, it may be understood that an optimistic attitude toward a specific technology can lead to potential customers, especially bank customers to simply accept or utilization of the technology. This leads to *Hypothesis 1:* Attitude about internet banking absolutely affects the intention to use the technology.

Researchers for instance [33-34] studies that dedicated to online customers show a considerable impact on the subjective norm in personal inclination to get familiar with deals via electronic banking services. They likewise have proven deal for that concept subjective norm can be a predictor of behavior inclination [15]. Thus; it led to *Hypothesis 2:* Subjective norm absolutely affects the intention to use internet banking.

Previous studies investigated the positive impact of perceived behavior control on technology adoption [16-22]. The studies claim that behavior control confirm a positive impact on the intention around the use any type of technology. Thus, this lead to *Hypothesis 3:* Perceived behavior control absolutely affects the intention to take advantage of internet banking. Trust considered significant internet banking settings. Within the analysis from the adoption of banking via internet, Suh& Han [35] reported that trust had an optimistic effect on the adoption of banking via Internet. According to Lee [34] who mentioned that trust from the aim of take a look at security and privacy might be a possibility of the presence of the primary constraints to just accept banking via internet. Throughout this research, this current study also assumes people volume of depend around the safety of transactions tightly related to banking via internet will affect their intention to profit from banking services. Thus, this leads to *Hypothesis 4:* Trust absolutely affects the intention to use Internet banking.
The impact of relative advantages on attitude has also been confirmed in researches linked to the Internet sphere of influence [9, 35, 36]. Ohail & Shankugham [37] stressed that the users of internet banking have more positive attitude toward the technology benchmarked to non-adopters. They opine that users perceived the service to be comfortable. This present study also theorizes the position of comparative advantage effect. Thus, it leads to Hypothesis 5: Relative advantage of using internet banking absolutely affects the attitude towards using the technology.

Based on and their positive argument and findings, [9, 28-32], this current study expect individuals who assume online banking via internet is in line with the possible values that have a positive attitude towards the use of technology. Thus, it led to Hypothesis 6: Compatibility of using internet banking with one’s standard absolutely affects the attitude toward using the technology.

Ease of use as a criterion which displays the individual that the implementation of the structures will be free from physical and mental try [14]. Several studies with similar results [9, 28-32] confirmed that each of the individual who is seen online banking is easy to use will have a positive attitude towards the adoption of the technology. Thus, this has led to Hypothesis 7: Ease of use of using internet banking absolutely affects the attitude toward using the technology.

Triability is the level at which the new technology can be tested on a limited basis [38]. Many researches that are in support of this argument are [9, 28-32, 39]. Thus, this leads to Hypothesis 8: Trialability of internet banking absolutely affects the attitude toward using the technology.

Subjective norm is a point of view of the individual and social pressures to implement or not to adopt the innovative technology. Results from studies stated that normative social influence occurs when individuals conform to the expectations of others [9]. From the literature above studies, this study anticipated three references of social influence groups namely: friends, family and colleagues/peers) who may have an effect on individuals’ perceived social pressure (that is, subjective norm) on whether to adopt the internet banking or not. Thus, this leads to Hypothesis 9: Social groups influence using internet banking absolutely affect subjective norm.

Behavioral control can be considered as the one’s ability to put into practice the reaction [40]. Authors designed as well as decompose perceived behavioral control directly with self-efficacy along with resource assisting conditions [9]. Venkatesh et al. [15] found the conditions to facilitate technology greatly influenced perceived behavioral control. Therefore, this research thought that self-efficacy along with sources to facilitate the conditions will affect the perceived behavioral control. This leads to Hypothesis 10: Self-efficacy absolutely affects perceived behavioral control of using internet banking and Hypothesis 11: Resource facilitating conditions absolutely affect perceived behavioral control of using internet banking.

Study of customer belief toward technology [40] offers a typology of trust in e-commerce customer relationships. The components are disposition to trust, institution-based trust and trusting beliefs (interpersonal trust). Likewise trust was significant to adoption of internet banking embracement [28]. Thus, this study also hypothesize that there is an affirmative relationship between disposition to trust and trust. This leads to Hypothesis 12: Disposition to trust will absolutely affect trust beliefs.

In addition, Institutional trust is divided into: situational normality and structural assurance. Situational assurance reflects the security one feels about a situation because of guarantees, safety nets and other structures [41-49] which were consistent with their findings. In the context of Internet banking, structural assurance stands more important in terms of guarantees, technological and legal safeguards build the trust level. Based on the stated above led to Hypothesis 13: Structural assurance absolutely affects trust beliefs.

Interpersonal trust or trusting beliefs refers to the trustor’s perception that the trustee has attributes that are beneficial to the trustor [27-29, 50], various types of trusting beliefs have been used in the literature, but four mostly utilized are competence, benevolence, integrity and predictability [44]. In a study attempting to interpret dimensions of consumers trust in a related technology, [28-45] suggested that perceived competence, integrity, predictability and benevolence of an internet vendor significantly influence the over trust of the customers. Thus, this led to Hypothesis 14: Perceived competence absolutely affect trust, Hypothesis 15: Perceived benevolence absolutely affect trust, Hypothesis 16: Perceived integrity absolutely affect trust and Hypothesis 17: Perceived predictability absolutely affect trust.

Additionally, this study attempted to examine whether there is relationship between disposition to trust and integrity to trust. Likewise, structural assurance and predictability to elucidate additional justification on trust beliefs and intention to adopt the technology. Several
literatures have established the influencing role of trust in the intention to accept internet banking [40-46]. This leads to Hypothesis 18: Disposition to trust and integrity has significant relationship to trust belief and Hypothesis 19: Structural assurance and predictability has significant relationship to Trust beliefs.

Methodology: The literature examined five core factors (that's, trust, attitude, subjective norm and behavior control) as dependent and intention to make use of internet banking stands as independent factors. This existing research considered Nigerian postgraduate students at UniversitiTun Hussein OnnMalaysia (UTHM)) as appropriate that is knowledgeable about the solicit instruments. Nigerian postgraduate students in UTHM represent six physical regions in Nigeria, namely North-west, North-central, Northeast, South-west, South-east and South-south and acquainted with banking systems. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) and Analysis of Movement (AMOS) was utilized to evaluate the information.

Research Tool: In line with the recommendation of experience and expertise students, questionnaire was created upon review from the literature.. Section A to Section G of the questionnaire comprises of 105 questions regarding the dependent and independent factors to determine individuals’ intention to adopt internet banking system in developing countries (Nigeria). Section (A) questions were related to respondents’ demographic such as gender, age and education. The primary concern concentrate on section (B) to (G) questions associated with the suggested 17 factors including trust values affecting internet banking. The clarification were collected on five point liker type scale varying from strongly disagree to strongly agree (1. strongly disagree, 2.disagree, 3. neutral, 4. agree, 5. strongly agree. Section (B) measure individuals’ belief according of online banking system, via relative advantages, ease to make use of, compatibility and triability with makeup of 20 questions, the instruments emerged according to Lin [32], AliSaleh and Khalil [9]. Section (C) measures the availability of technical infrastructure, self-efficacy and resource facilitating condition in adopting internet banking system, with total number 10 questions; instrument emerged based on [47]. Furthermore, Section (E) has total number of 28 questions to measure individuals’ beliefs relating to trust, this comprises of disposition to trust, structural assurance, competence, integrity, benevolence and predictability, instrument emerged based on [32-41]. To conclude, Section (F) measures individuals’ trust on ability to adopt and perception of influence toward internet banking adoption, this comprises of trust, attitude, perceived behavioral control and subjective norm with total number of 20 questions, instrument emerged based on [9, 28-40]. Conclusively, Section (G) measures the dependent factor, that is., individual behavioral intention to use internet banking system and comprises of 5 questions [9-42].

Validity: Effectively, analysis of the study took originality from forty-seven functional questionnaires and final amount of 95 instruments was exposed to reliability and validity test With SPSS for Windows and sample demographic was also reported.Factor extraction was elicited on 95 instruments with principal component extraction and factor loading of under 0. 5 specifications. Instruments validated accomplished the needs. Reliability: The Cronbach’s Alpha thread hold for calculating the reliability or internal consistency by [43] was considered determined through SPSS. Table 1: indicated reliability results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precursors</th>
<th>No of items</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Advantage</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triability</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating Condition</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Influence</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disposition to Trust</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Assurance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predict-ability</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Control</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective Norm</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent to use</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sample Demographic: According to forty-seven functional questionnaires, roughly eighty-seven percent from the participants were male and seventeen percent were female, while age ranged from 20 to 56 above. The research reported 59.5 percent for category old 20-35, while age 36-55 indicated 32 percent and 8.5 percent indicated categories of age ranging from 56 and above.

With regards to the validating and analyzing the interior consistence, study limit case study to exploratory factor loading and Cronbach’s alpha reviews to warrant the reliability and validity from the instrument suggested.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The whole instrument accomplished the exploratory factor analysis requirement level with specs of principal component extraction, rotation and threshold of shedding instruments with factor loadings under 0.5. Furthermore reliability stands on Cronbach’s alpha recommendation [50-52]. The interior consistency was measured using Cronbach’s alpha be greater or comparable to .70 to have an acceptable scale and 0.6 for any scale for exploratory reasons [43]. The whole 47 participants employed for this pilot study were thought to justify the clearness and knowledge of the instruments when it comes to grammatically errors and realistically reasons.

The outcomes averagely elicit the gender degree of Nigerians studying abroad, showing low frequency on female and age 56 within this study might be tracked to inconveniences departing family to pursue career abroad. In view of the fact that it was a pilot study to confirm the validity and reliability of the instruments, the sample size in this study was not enough to examine the hypotheses. The hypotheses of internet banking adoption will be examined in the next phase of the study after instruments evaluation with bigger sample size.

CONCLUSION

In few words, respondents’ opinion of the suitable length as well as perfect answer time happen to be considered throughout very last survey research. The survey will undoubtedly be applied to a new bigger population for data analysis along with hypotheses relating to internet banking adoption. Considering that primary mathematical techniques to the research are in position to be structural equation modeling with AMOS. Thusly, in that respect there should verification over the instruments prior to generalization of this research. All the discoveries of the primary research may help the financial business to comprehend possibly scholars adopting internet banking. Along with, financial business might concentrate on aspects including trust concepts verified by a number of analyses to cultivate their own service plans and even apply a new pull concerning potential customers.
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